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Ecosystem

Decentralized

I “Blue chip” protocols

I Startup protocols

Centralized

I L1s

I Exchanges

I VCs

I Hedge funds

I CeDefi

Supportive

I Legal, audit, analytics, security...
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The Big Protocols

A few protocols with billions TVL:

I Maker (stablecoins)

I Uniswap (DEX)

I Curve, Convex (stablecoin DEX, incentive platform)

I Compound, Aave (lending, borrowing)
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The Big Protocols

I Interesting industrial organization: hybrid of open-source, but
with money

I Nominally decentralized: control of code changes through
token voting

I In practice, however, ownership fairly concentrated, voting
even more so

I See here on a recent governance fight in Maker
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https://dirtroads.substack.com/p/-42-valkyrie-makerdao-and-our-side


The Big Protocols

I Funds from fees collected, VC investments, token sales,
“seigniorage”
I We discussed emissions as a source of revenues

I Big protocols have full-time employees, and grant funds
supporting development
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https://www.unigrants.org/


What do the protocols do?

I My view: much of defi is essentially a leverage machine
I Maker: deposit ETH, get DAI, buy more ETH
I Aave, Compound: deposit ETH, borrow USDC, buy more

ETH
I Uniswap: use DAI to buy more ETH

I Defi splits a moderately risky asset (ETH) into a very risky
asset (levered ETH) and a less risky asset (ETH-backed fixed
income)

I Are we happy about this outcome?
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Smaller Protocols

I Very, very large set of smaller protocols: token, piece of code,
etc.

I Very easy to launch! Fork public code, add some branding,
add a token. . .

I Lightweight, low entry costs =⇒ pure “protocol” firms have
surprisingly small team size
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Exchanges

I Role of exchanges in tradfi relatively minor: can’t really tell
what exchange you’re trading on

I Crypto exchanges play a much larger role!
I Asset selection
I Crypto on-off ramps

I Much more vertically integrated than tradfi exchanges

I Also, more competition from DEXes
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The Exchange Listing Pump

Source
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https://messari.io/report/analyzing-the-crypto-exchange-pump-phenomenon


On-off ramps

I Unlike stocks, you can hodl your own crypto!

I Exchanges are useful as on/off ramps for turning fiat into
crypto, and vice versa

I Hence, exchanges in many countries face strict KYC/AML
requirements: where is the $$ coming from?
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CEX-DEX competition

I Purely for trading assets, exchanges face competition from
decentralized exchanges

I (3 links) Some sources suggest DEX liquidity is now
competitive with CEX liquidity, in terms of fees!

I However, DEXes can’t do fiat on/off ramp
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https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3905316
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3984897
https://www.paradigm.xyz/2022/05/the-dominance-of-uniswap-v3-liquidity


Vertical Integration

I Anecdotally, vertical integration more common in crypto

I FTX has a venture group, founders also run a prop trading
firm, Alameda Research

I Bitfinex exchange, and stablecoin issuer Tether, co-owned

I Binance has a venture arm, a chain, and a USD stablecoin

I Possible conflicts of interest?
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https://blog.ftx.com/blog/launching-ftx-ventures/
https://www.alameda-research.com/
https://www.bitfinex.com/
https://tether.to/
https://labs.binance.com/
https://www.bnbchain.org/en
https://www.binance.com/en/busd


Fees

I By tradfi standards, consumer-facing crypto exchange fees
were extraordinarily high!

I Coinbase fees (lower than before): 0.5%! (On top of bid-ask
spreads!)

I Traditional exchanges charge ˜0% for equity trades, bid-ask
spreads for liquid equities ˜10bps
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L1s

Large proliferation of blockchains:

I BTC

I Ethereum

I Solana, Avalanche, Luna, Cosmos, Sui, Aptos. . .

I ETH L2’s: Optimism, Arbitrum, Starknet, zkSync. . .

Besides BTC/ETH, most are fairly centralized (ownership,
governance, development)
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L1 Ecosystems

I L1’s solve a platform problem:
I L1 is valuable if it has an active userbase/ecosystem
I Users/builders want to build on L1’s which already have a lot

of activity

I Hence, L1’s invest (often through printed tokens) in
incentivizing development on their platforms

I “Ecosystem funds”/“foundations” to support app
development (Solana, Terra, Avalanche)

I Events, hacker houses, etc.

I Somewhat less support for ETH, but has large first-mover
advantage
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https://solana.org/grants
https://medium.com/terra-money/introducing-the-150-million-terra-ecosystem-fund-6aee01629edc
https://blockworks.co/avalanche-launches-200m-fund-to-support-ecosystem-growth/
https://solana.com/news/solana-jump-hacker-houses-europe-tour-summer-2022


VC
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VC

I Traditionally, VC investments very illiquid

I However, crypto protocols have tokens – much more liquid
than startup equity!

I =⇒ concerns that VCs publicize, then quickly sell tokens,
“dumping on retail”

I Solution mechanisms:
I Time-locked grants
I Reputation
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VC Research Groups

I Top web3 VCs have in-house research groups, playing a
consulting/branding role

I 3 examples: Jump, a16z*, Paradigm

*Disclaimer: I’ve visited a16z and have a coauthored paper with
a16z researchers
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https://jumpcrypto.com/compositions/research/
https://a16z.com/2022/04/21/announcing-a16z-crypto-research/
https://www.paradigm.xyz/writing


Private Lenders of Last Resort

I Interestingly, VCs/exchanges have emerged as “lenders of last
resort” in the system

I Jump Capital refilled Wormhole with $320mil after a hack

I In 2021 crash, FTX lent to Blockfi, Voyager

I Some financial history: J.P. Morgan lent a bunch of money to
stop the 1907 bank panic, leading eventually to the formation
of the Fed
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https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-02-03/jump-trading-seen-as-replenishing-stolen-amount-in-wormhole-hack
https://www.coindesk.com/business/2022/06/21/blockfi-receives-250m-credit-facility-from-ftx/
https://www.coindesk.com/business/2022/06/17/voyager-digital-secures-loans-from-alameda-to-safeguard-its-assets/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Panic_of_1907


Hedge funds, etc.

I Lots of hedge funds/prop trading/etc. Various strategies/time
horizons, such as:
I “Risk Factor” strategies (momentum, stat arb, news, events,

etc.)
I “Arbitrages” (Futures/spot basis trades, interest rate

arbitrage, etc.)
I Market making
I On chain vs off-chain

I In early days (2019-2020 ish), surprising amounts of
inefficiencies
I Kimchi premium: BTC worth more in Korea than USA
I Perp-spot basis trades returned well over 10%!

I Now, many big trading firms have crypto divisions, appears to
be less low-hanging fruit

I Hedge funds have systematic leverage demand: where does
leverage come from?
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https://www.forbes.com/sites/bdoherty/2021/05/16/icon-the-untold-story-of-crypto-billionaire-sam-bankman-fried/?sh=6c42de365dcf


Cedefi!
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Cedefi...
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Celsius

Source: Celsius Bankruptcy Filing
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https://pacer-documents.s3.amazonaws.com/115/312902/126122257414.pdf


Celsius
Liabilities:

I Retail can buy/trade/“deposit” crypto, average ˜5% APY,

I Celsius had 600,000 depositors $4.2bil of assets

Assets:

I $930mil of loans, only 47 institutional borrowers, $98.5mil of
collateral

I Leveraged: $648mil in borrowing!
I Few hundred mil deployed in various “prop trading” strats:

market making, basis trade, stat arb strategies. . .
I Allegedly, delegated to other investors as well

I Staking: lock ETH up, waiting for POS: 5% APY, but illiquid

I $720mil mining assets

What happened?

I Experienced a run: most of these strats can’t be liquidated
quickly

I Markets can stay illiquid longer than you can remain solvent!
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https://regmedia.co.uk/2022/07/08/celsius_lawsuit.pdf
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https://regmedia.co.uk/2022/07/08/celsius_lawsuit.pdf


Many Strategies, Many Risks: Op Risk

Source: Celsius Bankruptcy Filing
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https://pacer-documents.s3.amazonaws.com/115/312902/126122257414.pdf


Many Strategies, Many Risks: Counterparty Risk

Source: Celsius Bankruptcy Filing
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https://pacer-documents.s3.amazonaws.com/115/312902/126122257414.pdf


Many Strategies, Many Risks: Liquidity Risk

Source: Celsius Bankruptcy Filing
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https://pacer-documents.s3.amazonaws.com/115/312902/126122257414.pdf


Many Strategies, Many Risks: Run Risk

Source: Celsius Bankruptcy Filing
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https://pacer-documents.s3.amazonaws.com/115/312902/126122257414.pdf


Numbers: Voyager

I Retail: brokerage, “deposit-like” zero-maturity custody (12%
interest!), loyalty token, payment cards, “staking” (CD’s). . .

I Assets:

Source: Voyager Bankruptcy Filing
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https://cases.stretto.com/public/x193/11753/PLEADINGS/1175307062280000000036.pdf
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(The Conspicuous Absence of) Collateral...?

Source: Voyager Bankruptcy Filing
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https://cases.stretto.com/public/x193/11753/PLEADINGS/1175307062280000000036.pdf


Growth Hacking and Decentralized Finance

I Here, I discuss CeDefi as “growth hacking gone wrong”

I In finance, easy to get very big, very fast! Just promise 10%
returns on everything!

I But, how are you going to actually pay this back?
I Motive for regulation: competition leads potentially to excess

risk-taking, consumers can’t really tell quality, and financial
institutions lose other people’s money
I Fun fact: bank deposit interest rates used to have a hard cap

under Regulation Q
I See also Drechsler, Savov, Schnabl
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https://anthonyleezhang.substack.com/p/growth-hacking-and-decentralized
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regulation_Q
https://cepr.org/voxeu/columns/what-really-drives-inflation


Analytics

Web3 boom has spawned large demand for data, data processing,
analytics

I Basic data: Etherscan

I Dashboarding, analytics: Dune, The Graph, Nansen
I Crypto price data providers: Tardis, Kaiko, CryptoTick, many

others
I Price feeds also freely available from many exchanges’ websites

I (IMO) data is still annoying to work with, but situation is
improving quickly
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https://etherscan.io/
https://dune.com/home
https://dune.com/home
https://www.nansen.ai/
https://tardis.dev/
https://www.kaiko.com/
https://www.cryptotick.com/


Things we missed

I Legal: Web3 also created large demand for legal services
around web3, many firms

I Audit/security: Code is security audited, demand for audit
services, “white hat hacker” services also exist

I Risk Modelling: See Gauntlet

I Marketing, community organization, etc.

I
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https://gauntlet.network/
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